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OPPORTUNITIES
Collectors follow up on past-due invoices from advertisers. In Q3 2018, ad 
revenue was $13.5B of $13.7B total revenue.


• In their existing workflow, collectors measured their success by the 
number of customer contacts instead of dollar amount collected.


• Collectors were going in and out of multiple tools to follow up on a single 
invoice.


• Collectors lacked a clear understanding of how best to spend their time. 


• Managers and quality control analysts lacked insight into collector 
performance.



SCOPE
• The project had started several months before I joined the 

team and design had been put on hold to do more research. 
About 20% of the designs had been delivered when I started 
and I picked up the remainder of the project.


• I met with the product manager daily to discuss features. I 
delivered interactive prototypes to engineering daily.


• I iterated mostly on the data visualizations and on the 
communications interaction.


• My total design time was about six weeks.
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 "I spend too much time assembling proof 

   and packets for approval."

   —Mandi, Collections Agent

 "I don't want to switch between several different 

   views to find the information that I need"

   —Shane, Collections Agent

 "I need visibility into what my team is doing."

   —Remy, Collections Team Lead

RESEARCH 
By Liquidhub



1. Collector's landing page with a triaged list of accounts and performance 
metrics so agents can quickly see how they're doing.


2. Account page where agents can see all information about an account in 
one place and see quickly what they need to do next.


3. Manager's landing page where managers can quickly see how their team is 
doing and redistribute workload as needed.


4. Quality control landing page where analysts see a cross-team view of 
agent performance and high risk accounts.


5. Quality control view of account page where analyst can follow up with 
manager and analysts with any concerns.

SOLUTION 
Select Screens













EXPLORATIONS









IMPACT

 "I've been working as as a collector for a long time. This 
tool exactly matches my workflow. If I'd known this was 

coming I might have stayed on as a collector."


—Collections Agent



Leverage the design framework for other apps so that departments across Revenue—sales, credit, 
billing, collections, and customer support—can all have access to the same customer information. 

On it! I'll credit 
and re-bill.

Sales Credit Billing Collections

Customer Support

Hey, the ACME Co. looks like 
they're good spenders, can we 

increase their credit limit? Their credit history looks 
good, works for me. Wait! They have a couple of past due invoices.

The invoices are past due 
because we have the wrong 

address on the invoices.

FUTURE VISION
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